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ABSTRACT - The project leverages natural language processing (NLP) techniques to analyze stress and depression levels 
in textual input provided by the user. It incorporates machine learning models, including Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) and k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), to classify input texts and generate recommendations based on collaborative 
filtering. The system preprocesses the input, extracts features, and trains an SVM model to predict stress-related labels 
with confidence scores. Additionally, it employs k-NN to provide recommendations by finding similar texts in the training 
dataset. The code also analyzes the emotional content of the input text using TextBlob, generating stress and depression 
levels. Visualizations such as bar graphs and word clouds depict the emotional analysis results. Furthermore, the system 
suggests personalized recommendations to mitigate stress and depression based on confidence levels and provides 
additional resources, such as music links and YouTube videos, for relaxation and mental well- being. Overall, this code 
offers a comprehensive solution for analyzing, visualizing, and addressing stress and depression levels in textual input, 
empowering users to manage their mental health effectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In today's fast-paced and interconnected world, issues related to stress, depression, and mental health have become 
increasingly prevalent. These conditions not only impact individual well-being but also have broader societal 
implications. Recognizing the importance of addressing mental health concerns, there has been a growing interest in 
leveraging technology to provide support and resources for individuals struggling with these issues.Stress and 
depression are common mental health challenges that affect millions of people worldwide.Stress, often triggered 
by various life events or circumstances, can lead to feelings of tension, anxiety, and overwhelm. On the other hand, 
depression is a serious mood disorder characterized by persistent sadness, loss of interest or pleasure in activities, 
and other symptoms that significantly interfere with daily life.[12]Traditionally, mental health assessments and 
interventions have relied heavily on clinical expertise and face-to-face interactions with healthcare professionals. 
However, with the advancement of technology, there is an opportunity to complement traditional approaches with 
innovative solutions that leverage computational techniques, such as Natural Language Processing (NLP) and text 
analysis.NLP involves the use of algorithms and computational methods to analyze, understand, and generate human 
language. In the context of mental health, NLP techniques can be applied to analyze text data, such as written or 
spoken language, to gain insights into individuals' emotional states, stress levels, and mental well-being.[13] 
Emotion analysis, a subset of NLP, focuses on detecting and understanding emotions expressed in text. By analyzing 
the linguistic features and sentiment of written text, algorithms can infer the emotional state of the author, including 
levels of stress, depression, or anxiety. Recommendation systems play a crucial role in providing personalized 
support and resources to individuals experiencing mental health challenges. By analyzing user input and historical 
data, recommendation systems can suggest relevant interventions, coping strategies, or support services tailored to 
the individual's needs. In this project, we aim to develop a comprehensive solution that leverages NLP techniques, 
including text analysis and emotion analysis, to assess stress and depression levels in textual input provided by users. 
Additionally, we will implement machine learning models, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and k-Nearest 
Neighbors (k-NN), to classify input texts and generate recommendations based on collaborative filtering. By 
combining these approaches, our goal is to empower individuals to better understand and manage their mental health 
while providing them with personalized support and resources. 
 
The problem addressed in this project revolves around the need to effectively assess, understand, and address stress 
and depression levels in individuals using computational techniques. Traditional approaches to mental health 
assessment and support often rely on subjective self-reporting or face-to-face interactions with healthcare 
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professionals, which can be time- consuming, resource-intensive, and may lack scalability.[10].To provide 
accessible and scalable solutions for assessing and addressing stress and depression levels using computational 
techniques, thereby promoting mental well-being for individuals worldwide.To develop an NLP-based system that 
analyzes text input to assess emotional states, offers personalized recommendations for stress management, and 
connects users with relevant resources for mental health support.[14] 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Social Media Analytics (SMA) involves collecting and analyzing data from various social media platforms to derive 
meaningful insights for decision-making. It encompasses concepts such as social media intelligence, listening, 
monitoring, competitive analysis, and sentiment analysis. SMA leverages techniques like web scraping and pre-
trained language models such as ELMo and BERT to extract and analyze large volumes of unstructured data 
efficiently [1].This study explores the use of machine learning and NLP techniques to classify Reddit posts as 
stressful or non-stressful, aiming to detect patterns in social media activity indicative of mental disorders. Leveraging 
ELMo embeddings, BERT tokenizers, and BoW approaches, the study achieved promising results. These findings 
hold potential for real-world applications in analyzing mental stress among social media users, offering insights 
applicable beyond Reddit to address the growing mental health crisis.[2]These models learn universal language 
representations from vast unlabeled corpora, enabling them to perform well even on small datasets without overfitting 
[3][4].This study utilizes the Dreaddit dataset [5] to detect mental stress in social media posts by employing various 
embedding techniques and machine learning algorithms. By comparing NLP methods alongside popular ML 
models, the paper trains a model to classify Reddit posts as stressful or non-stressful. Ultimately, the model 
accurately identifies instances of mental stress in the text.[6] This paper [7] demonstrates that decision-making 
processes in online social environments are influenced by emotional states, including incidental moods and discrete 
emotions. Stress, characterized by high arousal and negative valence, has been identified as a significant factor 
affecting decision-making [8]. Moreover, This paper[9] reviews sentiment analysis across various modalities and 
highlights the potential of multi-modal sentiment analysis for user risk prevention in online social environments. 
The proposal aims to fill the gap in research concerning user risk prevention online by reviewing works on 
sentiment analysis, stress analysis, and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) for user recommendation, with a focus on 
detection and prevention strategies. 
PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The proposed system aims to address the limitations of existing stress and depression management systems by 
leveraging advanced NLP techniques and machine learning algorithms. It will offer a user-friendly platform where 
individuals can input textual data, such as journal entries or personal reflections, to analyze their stress and depression 
levels. The system will use sentiment analysis and emotion detection algorithms to assess the emotional content of 
the input text accurately. Based on this analysis, personalized recommendations will be generated, including 
actionable steps to mitigate stress and depression, as well as curated resources such as music links and YouTube 
videos for relaxation and mental well-being. The system will provide a holistic approach to mental health 
management, empowering users to take proactive steps towards improved well-being. 
 
The proposed system utilizes Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to analyze stress and depression levels 
in textual input provided by users.Input: Users provide input in the form of text, either through direct entry, URLs, 
PDFs, Word files, or Videos. 
Text Preprocessing: The system preprocesses 
the input text, which involves tasks like converting text to lowercase, tokenization, and removing stopwords. 
Emotion Analysis: TextBlob, a Python library, is used to perform sentiment analysis and extract stress and 
depression levels from the input text. This provides insights into the emotional content of the text. 
Visualization: The stress and depression levels are visualized using bar graphs, providing users with a clear 
understanding of their emotional state. 
Word Cloud Generation: Word clouds are generated to highlight stress-causing and depression-causing words in the 
input text, aiding users in identifying triggers. 
SVM Classification: A Support Vector Machine (SVM) model is trained to classify input texts into stress-related 
categories with confidence scores. The model is trained using a labeled dataset with features extracted using TF-IDF 
vectorization. 
Collaborative Filtering: A k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) model is employed for collaborative filtering, 
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recommending similar texts from the dataset based on the input text's content. This helps users find relevant content 
and coping strategies shared by others. 
Personalized Recommendations: Based on the confidence scores and stress/depression levels obtained earlier, 
personalized recommendations are generated for the user. These recommendations may include suggestions for 
relaxation techniques, seeking professional help, or engaging in supportive activities. 
Additional Resources: The system provides additional resources such as music links or YouTube videos tailored to 
the user's emotional state, offering avenues for relaxation and mental well-being. 
Interaction: The system provides an interactive platform where users can visualize their emotional state, receive 
personalized recommendations, and explore curated resources. Users can actively engage with the system to manage 
their stress and depression effectively. 
 
Overall, the proposed system offers a comprehensive solution for analyzing, visualizing, and addressing stress and 
depression levels in textual input, empowering users to take proactive steps towards mental well-being. 
 
A. Text Preprocessing Module: 
 Logic: This module preprocesses the input text to prepare it for analysis. Tasks include converting 
text to lowercase, tokenization, removing stopwords, and stemming or lemmatization. 
 Implementation: Utilize libraries like NLTK or spaCy for tokenization, stopword removal, and 
stemming/lemmatization. 
B. Emotion Analysis Module: 
 Logic: Perform sentiment analysis on the input text to extract stress and depression levels. This 
involves analyzing the polarity and subjectivity of the text using sentiment analysis tools like TextBlob. 
 Implementation: Use TextBlob library to analyze sentiment and calculate stress and depression levels 
based on polarity and subjectivity scores. 
C. Visualization Module: 
 Logic: Generate visualizations such as bar graphs to represent stress and depression levels obtained from 
emotion analysis. Visualizations provide users with a clear understanding of their emotional state. 
 Implementation: Utilize matplotlib or seaborn libraries to create bar graphs and display stress and 
depression levels graphically. 
D. Word Cloud Generation Module: 
 Logic: Create word clouds to highlight stress- causing and depression-causing words in the input text. 
Word clouds visually emphasize frequently occurring words. 
 Implementation: Use WordCloud library to generate word clouds based on the frequency of words in the 
input text. 
E. SVM Classification Module: 
 Logic: Train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model to classify input texts into stress-related categories 
with confidence scores. SVM learns patterns from labeled data to predict stress levels. 
 Implementation: Utilize scikit-learn library to train an SVM model using a labeled dataset. Extract 
features using TF-IDF vectorization and train the model on the training data. 
F. Collaborative Filtering Module: 
 Logic: Implement k-Nearest Neighbors (k- NN) algorithm for collaborative filtering. Find similar texts in 
the dataset based on the content of the input text to provide relevant recommendations. 
 Implementation: Train a k-NN model using scikit-learn library to find nearest neighbors based on cosine 
similarity. Retrieve similar texts from the dataset and recommend them to the user. 
G. Personalized Recommendations Module: 
 Logic: Generate personalized recommendations for users based on confidence scores, 
stress, and depression levels obtained earlier. Recommendations may include relaxation techniques, seeking 
professional help, or engaging in supportive activities. 
 Implementation: Develop recommendation logic based on predefined rules or machine learning 
models. Provide recommendations tailored to the user's emotional state and confidence level. 
H. Additional Resources Module: 
 Logic: Offer additional resources such as music links or YouTube videos based on the user's 
emotional state. These resources aim to provide relaxation and support. 
 Implementation: Curate a list of relevant resources and present them to the user based on their stress 
and depression levels. Provide clickable links to access the resources. 
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These modules collectively form the proposed system, enabling users to analyze their stress and depression levels, 
receive personalized recommendations, and access supportive resources for mental well-being. 
 
IV. .EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
The results and discussion section provides an overview of the performance of the proposed system, including 
analysis of stress and depression levels, classification accuracy, recommendations 
 
 
Analysis of Stress and Depression Levels: 
The system successfully analyzes stress and depression levels in the input text using sentiment analysis techniques. 
As shown in figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Analysis of Stress and Depression Levels 
 
 
SVM Classification Accuracy: 
The SVM model achieves a classification accuracy of 75% on the test dataset as shown in figure 2. 
 

Figure 2, SVM Classification Accuracy 
 
 
Collaborative Filtering Recommendations: 
The collaborative filtering module generates recommendations based on similar texts in the dataset as figure 3. 
 

Figure 3.Collaborative Filtering Recommendations: 
 
Personalized Recommendations and Additional Resources: 
Based on stress and depression levels, the system provides personalized recommendations and suggests additional 
resources such as relaxation techniques, music links, or YouTube videos as shown in figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Personalized Recommendations and Additional Resources 
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Performance Metrics: 
 

 
Figure 5.performance metrics 
 
● Accuracy: The SVM model achieves an accuracy of approximately 75.35%, indicating the 
proportion of correctly classified instances out of all instances. 
● Precision: The precision score, which measures the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations 
to the total predicted positives, is approximately 75.34%. 
● Recall: The recall score, also known as sensitivity or true positive rate, is approximately 75.35%, 
indicating the proportion of actual positive instances that were correctly identified by the model. 
● F1 Score: The F1 score, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, is approximately 
75.35%. 
 
These metrics collectively demonstrate the effectiveness of the SVM model in accurately classifying stress-related 
labels in the test dataset. 
 
Confusion Matrix: 
The confusion matrix provides insight into the model's performance by displaying the count of true positive, false 
positive, true negative, and false negative predictions. The matrix allows us to observe any potential biases or errors 
in the classification process. 
 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve: 
The ROC curve illustrates the trade-off between true positive rate (sensitivity) and false positive rate (1- specificity) 
across various threshold values. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) provides a measure of the model's ability to 
discriminate between positive and negative instances. In this case, the AUC is approximately 0.82, indicating good 
discrimination performance. 
 
Overall, the SVM model demonstrates satisfactory performance in classifying stress-related labels, with balanced 
precision, recall, and F1 score. The ROC curve further validates the model's predictive ability, with a high AUC 
value indicating robustness in distinguishing between positive and negative instances. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
● The system effectively analyzes stress and depression levels, providing users with insights into their 
emotional state. 
● SVM classification demonstrates a satisfactory accuracy of 75%, indicating the model's 
effectiveness in predicting stress- related labels. 
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● Collaborative filtering recommendations offer users relevant content based on similar texts in the 
dataset, enhancing user experience and engagement. 
● Personalized recommendations and additional resources cater to users' mental well-being needs, 
promoting stress relief and emotional support. 
 
Overall, the proposed system empowers users to better understand and manage their stress and depression levels, 
offering personalized insights and resources for improved mental health. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, this study presents a comprehensive approach to analyzing stress and depression levels in textual data 
using natural language processing (NLP) techniques and machine learning models. By leveraging support vector 
machines (SVM) and k- nearest neighbors (k-NN), we successfully classified stress-related labels with an accuracy 
of approximately 75.35% and demonstrated the model's ability to provide personalized recommendations based on 
collaborative filtering. Additionally, the emotional analysis of input text using TextBlob allowed us to quantify 
stress and depression levels, providing valuable insights into the emotional content of textual data. The visualization 
of stress and depression levels through bar graphs and word clouds enhanced the interpretability of the analysis 
results. Furthermore, the inclusion of performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score, along with 
the confusion matrix and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, provided a comprehensive evaluation of the 
SVM model's performance. The high area under the ROC curve (AUC) of approximately 
0.82 indicates robust discrimination performance, further validating the model's effectiveness in classifying stress-
related labels.In terms of future scope, there are several avenues for enhancement and extension of this study. Firstly, 
incorporating more sophisticated deep learning architectures, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) or 
transformers, could potentially improve the classification performance and capture more nuanced patterns in textual 
data. Additionally, integrating real- time data streams from social media platforms or wearable devices could enable 
continuous monitoring of individuals' mental health and provide timely interventions or support. Moreover, 
expanding the recommendation system to include a wider range of resources, such as online counseling services, 
mental health apps, or community support groups, could offer more tailored and holistic support to users. Overall, this 
study lays the foundation for a scalable and adaptive system for stress and depression analysis, with the potential to 
positively impact individuals' mental well-being by providing personalized insights and recommendations. Through 
ongoing research and development, we aim to continue advancing the field of digital mental health and empowering 
individuals to proactively manage their mental health in an increasingly digitized world. 
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